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and immediate relation of the soul to God, which seems to
me the method of the New Testament, to which the very
notion of the distinction on which so much stress is laid
is entirely unknown.
But we shall never agree on these subjects.
... Have you ever read The Brothers Karamazov (Dos-
toevsky) ? I am just finishing it, and, on the whole, I
think it the greatest novel I ever read and one of the most
searching and disquieting, as well as winning and beauti-
ful, of books. It is full of Christianity, and the hero is a
kind of Christian saint with that amazing love of sinners
which is the only thing that heals them, and reveals Christ,
I suppose, more than any other trait: and is one of the
many things in the book that fill me with shame and a
sense of how very far off I am from being in the real sense
a Christian, It is full, too, of that sense of Christianity
involving conversion, a new man, a complete break with
the world, a bursting through all half measures and hesita-
tions, aji indifference to everything except love and joy
(he lays great stress on joy) which is always difficult and
strange to my compromising nature. But it is a very great
book.
Yours af£
john C. B.
To his Wife	34, Queen's Gate Gardens, S.W.
April 14, 1915
... I got through my constabling pretty well with my
worthy Church Army friend, but for the first time since
I have done it read nothing practically except two acts of
that puzzling play Measure for Measure . . .
Doll [Liddell] met Swinburne more than once at
Jowett's; chiefly remembers thijoking how ugly he was.
He said a cousin of his had breakfasted as a boy with old
Landor at Florence—or rather had not breaifasted, as
Landor, not liking the breakfast, had thrown it out of the

